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In late 2013, we welcomed 5,700 Bankwest 
colleagues into our fund, which means our 
total membership now tops 75,000 and we are 
looking after around $8.8 billion of members’ 
retirement savings. 

While our foundation is the corporate fund 
for the Commonwealth Bank Group, it is a 
very positive sign of the strength and scale 
of our fund that a high number of members 
choose to stay with us even if they move on 
to other employers or begin their retirements. 
In fact around 50% of our members are no 
longer employees with the Group. It’s through 
this retention and growth that we are able to 
continue delivering great results for you. 

Highlights of 2013-14
We take very seriously the fact that you 
continue to allow us to help you reach your 
retirement goals. We know that it’s important 
that we work diligently to maintain a strong, 
successful and competitive fund. Whether 
thinking about the products and services we 
offer, our investment performance, or how we 
perform against industry benchmarking, it’s 
important that you feel confident you belong to 
a fund that can support you throughout your 
career and into retirement. 

Here is a snapshot of some of our fund’s 
highlights for 2013-14:
• Sixth consecutive year with the highest 

Platinum rating as a value-for-money 
fund from industry rating agency 
SuperRatings, including a Platinum 
MySuper rating

• Fourth consecutive year with the highest 5 
Apples rating from ChantWest

• Fees up to 45% lower than average 
Australian super fund (SuperRatings Benchmark 

Report, March 2014).

Investments
Strong investment market performance has 
led to positive returns for all of our member 
investment choice options for the 2013-14 
financial year, and more importantly, over the 
longer term.

Our Mix 70 (MySuper) and Mix 90 
investment options, in which the majority of 
members are invested, have returned over 

10% for the 12 months to June 2014. As at the 
end of May 2014, these options remain within 
the top 10 funds based on longer-term returns 
over 5 and 10 years (SuperRatings Crediting Rate 

Survey).
In 2014, for the second consecutive year, 

we were named as a finalist in the Best Fund: 
Investments category of the Chant West Fund 
Awards. This is a great recognition of the 
strength of our investment framework and our 
success in enhancing our members’ financial 
wellbeing for retirement.

Saving money for members on 
insurance premiums
In a fund such as ours with a profits-to-
members focus, it’s important that we 
continually look at ways to ensure we are 
delivering value for money to you. This year, 
a review of our Accumulate Plus insurance 
policy arrangements resulted in a 20% 
decrease in insurance premium rates for 
death and total and permanent disablement 
insurance effective 1 July (see page 4). At a 
time when many funds are increasing their 
insurance premiums, this is a significant result 
that benefits around 50,000 insured members.

The importance of adequate death and 
disablement insurance cover and its role 
in providing for you and your dependants 
should not be underestimated. Insurance 
through super may be the most tax-effective 
or affordable option for you. Perhaps with this 
change in premium rates, it’s an ideal time to 
take particular note of your insurance cover 
on your benefit statement and ensure it meets 
your needs.

Looking forward
This year, with a host of regulatory reforms 
now largely implemented, we can increasingly 
strive to continue to enhance your financial 
wellbeing for retirement. Tools and resources 
to provide you with the right information at the 
right time remains an important area of focus 
for us, as does ensuring you are aware of your 
likely retirement outcomes.

We again thank you for continuing to 
entrust your retirement savings with us. 
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We asked our retired members 
to share the best advice they 
ever received about super and 
retirement planning. Check out 
their tips on page 5.

There’s more than 
one way to improve 
your potential 
retirement outcomes. 
Read more on 
page 3.

It has been another successful year 
for our fund and it is great to see 
that we continue to deliver on our 
commitments to you.
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Member notices
2013-14 Annual Report online
Our 2013-14 Annual Report will be available to 
view or download from mid-November from 
our website oursuperfund.com.au (under 
Forms & publications). A printed report will not 
automatically be sent to members but if you’d 
like to receive a copy of this year’s report by 
mail (and continue receiving future reports by 
mail), please contact us to request a copy free 
of charge. 

If you requested a copy of last year’s report 
by mail, we will automatically send you a printed 
copy of this year’s report (and future reports) 
free of charge once available. Copies of annual 
reports from previous years are also available 
from our website.

New Reference Guides issued 
It’s important that you always refer to the most 
up to date information when considering or 
making any changes to your Accumulate Plus 
account or when making decisions that may 
affect your financial future. 

Some of the Reference Guides that form 
part of our PDS for Accumulate Plus will be 
updated during July and August, and from time 
to time in the future. Copies of any of these 
documents are available free of charge from 
our website (under Forms & publications) or by 
calling us.

Earlier this year, in celebrating a 35-year career with the Commonwealth 
Bank for our Chief Investment Officer Gerard Parlevliet, we had the 
opportunity to bring together many of the colleagues who have contributed 
to the strength and growth of our fund. 

The evening was a great opportunity to reflect on our fund’s heritage, as 
well as the growth we continue to enjoy as a result of the strong support 
that the Commonwealth Bank has provided in the form of employee super 
arrangements since 1916.

Celebrating the history 
of our fund

Former directors Michael Sheffield, Les Cupper 

(also former Chairman) & Rita Abacherli, with 

current director, Tony Togher.

Gerard & Katrina Parlevliet, with former director Catherine Empson.

Former directors, Geoff Ferguson & Les Moth, with Carol Limmer.

Current director Scott Durbin & former director Danielle Murrie, with current director & Chairman Neil Cochrane.

Current & former Trustee Services employees, Jennifer Watson, Yang McLennan, Jamie Stanley, Lisa Backo & Michele Teh.

CEO Doug Carmichael congratulates CIO 

Gerard Parlevliet on achieving 35 years with the 

Commonwealth Bank, including 20 years with 

our fund.

Former directors David Pellarini & Lyndell 

Fraser.

New extended contact centre hours from 
8am to 7pm (Sydney time) if you need to 
contact us!

Commonwealth Bank Group Super

Accumulate Plus members

oursuperfund.com.au

1800 023 928 between 8am and 7pm 
(Sydney time) Monday to Friday

oursuperfund@cba.com.au

GPO Box 4758, Sydney NSW 2001

(02) 9303 7700

mailto:osfms@colonialfirststate.com.au
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MAKING SENSE
When you look at your super account balance, it might start to look like a pretty good number, 
as far as total dollar values go anyway. But how can you start to make sense of that number to 
get an insight into what it’s likely to mean for you in retirement?

Accumulated
contributions

towards 
your super

Age when 
you retire

Desired 
income in 
retirement

There’s more than one way 
to improve your potential 
retirement outcomes

Generally speaking, there are a couple of 
key factors that you have some control over 
in order to change your potential retirement 
outcomes: retirement age, level of 
contributions towards your super savings 
and your desired retirement income. 

Changing one of these factors is likely to 
have a flow-on effect to the others, which 
means that even if you can’t or don’t want to 
change one factor, dialling some or all of the 
others up or down might still help your arrive 
at an outcome that better suits your needs. 

Think of it this way. If you’re running late 
for an appointment, you have a couple of 
options: you can travel faster to get there at 
the right time, or you can travel at the same 
pace knowing you’ll arrive later, or you might 
decide to take a different route altogether. 

of the numbers (?$!)

If you think about your super savings as 
providing a post-career salary, what sort 
of number do you need to be aiming for in 
terms of super savings in order to match 
your desired level of income in retirement? 

And what if your current numbers don’t 
quite add up the way you’d like them to?

 
Good news! There are always options! 

To retire at this age, FEMALES may 

need to save around this much super1

For this 

annual 

income in 

retirement

To retire at this age, MALES may need 

to save around this much super1

Age 60 Age 65 Age 70 Age 60 Age 65 Age 70

$453,580 $404,360 $348,960 $25,000 $417,210 $363,430 $302,890

$907,150 $808,710 $697,920 $50,000 $834,420 $726,850 $605,780

$1,360,730 $1,213,070 $1,046,870 $75,000 $1,251,630 $1,090,280 $908,680

$1,814,300 $1,617,420 $1,395,830 $100,000 $1,668,840 $1,453,710 $1,211,570

$2,267,880 $2,021,780 $1,744,790 $125,000 $2,086,060 $1,817,130 $1,514,460

1 Important notes about the table on this page: The figures are only estimates in today’s dollars and are based on the following general assumptions: (i) life 
expectancies of ages 83-85 for males and ages 86-88 for females (Australian Bureau of Statistics, November 2013) and (ii) investment earnings of 5.5% p.a. (after fees 
and no tax applying) over the life expectancy period from the relevant age indicated in the table, with 2.5% inflation—these return and inflation figures are consistent 
with (and not more than) similar figures used by ASIC for a conservative investment option. The figures assume the annual retirement income shown comes from 
super savings only; they do not factor in additional contributions beyond the age shown, any entitlement to social security, nor the impact of fees that may apply in the 
retirement income phase. We cannot predict things that will affect the outcome, such as movements in investment markets and the assumed earnings rate is not an 
indicator of future performance. This information is not intended to be your sole source of information when making a financial decision.  
You should consider whether you should obtain advice from a licensed financial adviser.

Finding the right mix of age, income & savings to reach your goals

To keep the same desired retirement 
income...

You may be able to top-
up your super with extra 
contributions and/or remain 
working for longer in order 
to accumulate more super to 
meet your income goal.

To keep the same retirement age... 
 
You may be able to adjust your expectations 
for the annual income available to you 

in retirement 
and/or top-up your 
super with extra 
contributions.

To keep the same (if any) contribution 
rate to your super...

You may be able to continue 
working for longer and/or 
adjust your expectations 
for the annual income that 
may be available to you in 
retirement.
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Premium rate changes
The trustee and its insurer have recently 
worked together on amendments that offer 
a balance between premium rates and 
policy terms and conditions. Some policy 
conditions have been removed and others 
fine-tuned or added (many as a result of 
changes to super laws or changes being 
implemented more broadly across the 
insurance industry), which has resulted 
in some generally positive premium rate 
changes:
• Decrease in Death and Total and 

Permanent Disablement (TPD) 
premium rates: Effective 1 July 2014, 
premium rates for Death and TPD cover 
in Accumulate Plus (including Death-only 
cover) decreased by around 20%. At a 
time when many funds are increasing 
premium rates, this is a great achievement 
that results in lower premiums for around 
50,000 insured members. 

• Increase in Salary Continuance 
Insurance (SCI) premium rates: For our 
smaller group of members with SCI cover, 
premium rates increased by around 13% 
effective 1 July 2014. 

New premium rate tables for both Death and 
TPD and SCI cover are available in the new 
Reference Guide: Insurance Cover. 

Because premiums can be deducted 
from your super account rather than your 
after-tax savings, insurance cover within the 
super system may be a more tax-effective or 
affordable way for many members to ensure 
they protect themselves and their families 
in case of disability or death. Premium rates 
on group insurance policies, such as those 
offered by super funds, are also generally 
cheaper than personal or retail policies 
outside of super. 

As part of any review of fees and 
costs in our fund, we are always mindful 
of continuing to offer value-for-money 
products and services in the best interests 
of our Accumulate Plus members. Our 
insurance premium rates remain competitive 
compared with other super funds and 
insurance providers in Australia.1

Changes to policy terms 
and conditions
Following is a summary of some of the key 
changes taking effect from 1 July 2014. You 
can find out more about these changes, 
along with the general policy conditions, in 
the new Reference Guide: Insurance Cover. 

Some changes apply to all members, 
but some only apply to new cover provided 
on or after 1 July 2014, so please read this 
information and the reference guide carefully 
to understand what may apply to your cover. 

Changes to Death & TPD cover 
conditions
• Immediate TPD claims assessment for 

some medical conditions: Allows for 
consideration of a TPD claim for certain 
medical conditions without the usual 6-
month waiting period applying.

• Amended definitions of TPD (applies to 
new cover provided from 1 July): aligning 
with recent changes to super laws, a 
member must be unlikely to ever be able 
to engage in any occupation whether 
or not for reward, regardless of the 
TPD definition being considered, where 
‘occupation’ means one that you would 
be able to perform on a full-time or part-
time basis after undergoing reasonable 
retraining.

• Amended life events cover terms: 
Amended terms relating to application for 
increased cover on the basis of life events, 
including removing ‘refinance of primary 
residence’ as an eligible event and 
addition of an active employment test.

• Pandemic/epidemic exclusion clause: 
If triggered based on advice from the 
Australian Government or the World 
Health Organisation, this clause only 
applies in the case of new or increased 
cover issued on or after 1 July 2014.

Changes to SCI cover conditions
• Limiting payment period if outside 

Australia: Amended terms limiting the 
payment period for an SCI benefit to a 
maximum of 6 months if you are outside 
Australia (unless the insurer accepts that 
you are unable to return to Australia for 
medical reasons).

Changes impacting all insurance 
types
• Amended transfer of cover terms: 

Amended terms relating to age, type of 
existing cover and amount of cover in 
order to be eligible to transfer insurance 
cover from another superannuation fund 
or product into Accumulate Plus.

• Removing temporary cover and 
continuation option where an account 
is closed: the period of temporary cover 
and the option to continue any Death and/
or SCI cover through an individual policy 
directly with the fund’s insurer will no 
longer be available where an Accumulate 
Plus account is closed.

• Returning to Australia if requested for 
assessment: Amended terms limiting the 
acceptance of a claim where a member 
is requested by the insurer to return to 
Australia for assessment and does not do 
so (unless the insurer accepts that you are 
unable to return to Australia for medical 
reasons). 

Insurance changes 
Insurance cover for death and disablement is one of the features available to you from your 
Accumulate Plus account. From time to time, insurance policy arrangements are reviewed by 
the insurer and the trustee. The following amendments to the policy conditions and premium 
rates for insurance cover in Accumulate Plus take effect from 1 July 2014. 

More about insurance cover
For more information on insurance cover available in Accumulate Plus, please 
refer to the PDS and Reference Guide: Insurance cover, available from our website 
oursuperfund.com.au (under Forms & publications) or by calling us. You can 
increase, decrease or cancel any existing cover, or apply for new cover, at any time. 
Any application for new or increased cover may be subject to the insurer’s normal 
application and underwriting process.

1 SuperRatings Benchmark Report issued March 2014



We recently asked some of 
the retired members in our 
Retirement Access pension 
product to pass on the best 
piece of advice they ever 
received for planning a post-
career future.

Start investing in super from 
an early age—exponential 
growth then becomes a big 
factor in later years.

Super is the salary I wish to pay 
myself in retirement when my 
employer ceases! 

Clear all debt at or 
before retirement.

Don’t look too often, 
compound interest 
solves most problems.Be optimistic & don’t 

panic when market 
corrections occur.

Plan carefully, invest as much 
as you can afford & then add 
a bit more—you’re potentially 
another lifetime in retirement.

Sometimes  
the best advice 
comes from 
those who have

BEEN THERE 
AND DONE THAT!

To enjoy any reasonable level of 
comfort in retirement you must  
pay your own way.

Start young & contribute 
a fixed percentage 
of your wage for the 
duration of your career.

Know your retirement 
income requirements:  
it’s the basis to know how 
much you need to save.
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Our role in the insurance 
process
In some business structures, a company 
may have both customers and shareholders 
and therefore when making decisions 
has to consider, and to some degree 
balance, what’s in the best interests for the 
customer and what’s in the best interests 
of shareholders, in terms of sustaining and 
growing the business. 

A trustee/member relationship, like that 
of a super fund, is a little different. As a 
‘trustee’, we acknowledge that you, as a 
member, entrust us to look after your super 
until you need it in retirement. We want 
to see you achieve your retirement and 
financial goals. 

Most members will reach their goals at 
the natural end of their career, but some 
members may be forced to give up work 
either a little or a lot earlier than ‘normal’ 
retirement age because of ill-health. This 
doesn’t, however, mean that our focus 
changes—we still want to help you be able 
to provide for your retirement, particularly 
when circumstances mean that it will be 
somewhat longer than anticipated.

One of the responsibilities as the trustee 
of a fund that operates on a not-for-profit 
model is keeping members’ interests front 
of mind when any making decisions for the 
fund. From an insurance perspective, this 
means that we act as your advocate with the 
insurer. 

We work with the insurer to resolve 
claims as effectively, efficiently and 
transparently as possible, and negotiate 
policy terms and premium rates that are the 
best fit for our membership as a whole—our 
recent policy and premium rate changes are 
one example of this (see page 4).

1 Except in limited circumstances, e.g. where cover 
has increased and different conditions apply to the 
pre and post-increase portions, or for SCI, where 
monthly income is lower than accepted cover.

An increasing number of ads are popping up in the media 
for law firms and other companies wanting to assist super 
fund members lodge and potentially increase the success 
of disability claims. But is a legal adviser really needed in the 
first stages of a disability claim with your super fund? After all, 
when we make a claim on our house, car or health insurance, 
we don’t generally look to legal advice in the first instance.

Disability claims in
Five myths busted!
My claim will be resolved more 
quickly if lodged by a lawyer.

We understand that making 
a claim is likely to be at a difficult time for 
many people and our aim is to work with 
the insurer to progress the claims process 
as quickly as possible. Like any claim 
process, however, the insurer does need to 
collect certain information before making 
a decision, and in the case of medical 
information, this may take time. Depending 
on the type of insurance cover and the type 
of disability, there may also be a waiting 
period before a claim can be assessed. 
These steps must be completed regardless 
of who initiates a claim, in order for the 
insurer to make a decision based on all 
relevant information.

A lawyer has a better chance of 
getting my claim approved.

If, on the basis of medical 
information that is provided, a claim meets 
the conditions of super laws and the 
insurance policy then it will be accepted, 
regardless of who initiated the claim.

A lawyer might be able to get me 
more money.

The amount payable for any 
accepted claim is not a discretionary or 
negotiable amount. If a claim is accepted 
by the insurer, an amount equal to the 
member’s amount of insurance cover is 
payable.1

The insurer will generally deny a 
claim in the first instance.

All claims are assessed 
individually based on the merit of the 
supporting medical information and the 
terms of the insurance policy.

I don’t have insurance cover so I 
can’t claim on my super.

In the case of a disability claim, 
it’s important to understand that there 2 
components to any potential benefit: (i) an 
insured component and (ii) the accumulated 
super in your account. Even if you do not 
have insurance cover (or if an insurance 
benefit is declined), you may still be allowed 
to access your super account balance if the 
trustee is satisfied that you are totally and 
permanently disabled under super laws.

Is a lawyer needed?

Do lawyers play a role in 
other insurance claims?
Think about the claim process for home, 
contents, car or health insurance: we fill 
in some forms, provide evidence of the 
incident or accident, send it off to the insurer 
or fund and await a decision. 

If a claim is accepted, good news! 
Sometimes a claim might not be accepted 
but we’re given the reasons for this decision. 
If we’re not happy with the claim outcome, 
we might then consider the options available 
to us—ask for a review, lodge a complaint, 
or in some more serious cases, consider 
legal action.

What’s interesting in the case of 
disability claims, and particularly those 
within the super environment, 
is that we’re increasingly 
seeing advertising for 
options to engage 
third parties, such as 
lawyers, during the 
claims process—not 
necessarily wanting 

MYTH!

MYTH!

MYTH!

MYTH!

MYTH!

A member could end up 
giving up a large part of 
their benefit as legal fees.
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Content reproduced with permission from Colonial First State Investments Limited.
1 Making it easier to find lost super’, Media Release, The Treasury, 4 February 2011
2 Lost and Unclaimed Superannuation Money, Australian Government Treasury, 

June 2013.
3 ASFA Retirement Standard, June 2013.

4 common super 
mistakes & how 
to avoid them!

1

4

2
3

Your super is the key to having enough money to 
live comfortably in retirement. Yet many of us are 
letting our retirement dreams slip away by falling 
into some common, and easy to prevent, super 
traps. Here are the top four super mistakes you 
should avoid.

LOSING TRACK OF YOUR SUPER
An estimated 5.8 million super accounts, or about one in five, are lost. 
The total amount of lost superannuation is $18.8 billion1. If you’ve ever 
changed your name, switched jobs or done casual work, you might have 
lost track of some of your super without realising it.

But that doesn’t mean it’s lost forever because it’s quick and easy to 
find your missing super. We can help you track it down—simply give us a 
call with your tax file number and permission to search on your behalf. Or 
you might want to try the ATO’s free SuperSeeker tool. 

KEEPING MORE THAN ONE ACCOUNT
In 2012 there were nearly 32 million super accounts in Australia,  
which is an average of almost three accounts for every worker.2

If you have different super accounts, you could be chipping away at 
your super savings by paying multiple administration fees and insurance 
premiums. That’s why it pays to always keep your super in one account. It 
will also cut down on your paperwork and make it easier to keep track of 
your super if you change jobs.

But before you move all your super into one fund, make sure you’re 
clear on any termination fees you’ll have to pay and any insurance benefits 
you might miss out on.

RELYING SOLELY ON SUPER GUARANTEE 
CONTRIBUTIONS
Your employer must contribute 9.5% of your salary to super under 
current laws for 2014-15. But research shows that at this rate, the average 
wage earner won’t even have half the super they need for a comfortable 
retirement3. That’s why it’s worth considering options like pre-tax  
salary sacrifice or personal contributions from your  
take-home pay to help grow your super nest egg.

LEAVING IT TOO LATE TO BOOST YOUR 
SUPER
Even if your retirement is still a long way off, it pays to start building your 
super sooner rather than later. You might be surprised at how a small 
increase to your super now could have a big impact in the long run. Try 
one of the super calculator links on our website to see just how much 
super you’ll need, so you can have the retirement you want.

If you need help, then consider talking to a financial adviser. They can 
help you create the lifestyle you want today, without sacrificing your future 
financial security.

super:
to be engaged at the later stages of potentially disputing a claim 
once it has been assessed and a decision has been advised, 
but wanting to be engaged as early as the initial claim lodgement 
stage. 

While an upfront no win/no fee legal proposal may sound 
attractive, think about what this means at the end of the process 
for an accepted claim—a member could give up what may be a 
significant percentage of their benefit as fees and legal costs. In 
reality the likelihood of the insurer accepting and paying the claim 
is the same as if the member had lodged the claim themself. 

Top tips if you have a claim!
If you, or anyone you know, may need to lodge a claim for 
disability, here are a couple of suggestions:

In the first instance, talk to us
When you make a claim on your home, contents, car or travel 
insurance, the first thing you do is call the company. Why not do 
the same with an insurance claim in your super fund? 

Our job is to help you understand what insurance cover you 
have, how to make a claim and keep you informed about what to 
expect. Once a decision is made, if the management or outcome 
of the claim isn’t what you were hoping for, we can help you 
understand the options and next steps available to you.

If your circumstances change, talk to us
Medical conditions can be complex and opinions and prognoses 
can change. In some cases, when assessing a claim there may 
initially be a possibility that your condition could improve in the 
future such that you could return to work in some capacity. 

It’s important to remember that if your circumstances change 
or if new or different medical information becomes available, your 
claim can be reviewed.

7
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This newsletter was prepared on 2 July 2014 by Commonwealth Bank Officers Superannuation Corporation Pty Limited (‘the trustee’) (ABN 76 074 519 798, AFSL 246418) 
as trustee of Commonwealth Bank Group Super (‘the fund’) (ABN 24 248 426 878). The information is general information only and does not take into account your 
individual objectives, financial situation or needs. You should consider the information and its appropriateness, having regard to your own objectives, financial situation and 
needs. If the information relates to acquiring or continuing to hold a particular financial product (eg. Accumulate Plus or Retirement Access), you should obtain a Product 
Disclosure Statement (PDS) relating to the product from our website oursuperfund.com.au and carefully consider the PDS before making any decision about whether to 
acquire or continue to hold the product. You should also consider seeking professional financial advice before finalising any decisions that may affect your financial future. 
An Accumulate Plus or Retirement Access account in the fund is issued by the trustee as an interest under Division F of the trust deed. 

GroupSuper/NL-AP(u50)/0871/0714

Increased contribution caps
The caps that apply on the amount that can 
be contributed to your super increased on  
1 July as a result of indexation:
• Concessional contributions cap increased 

to $30,000, or $35,000 if you are 
turning 50 or older in 2014-15 (applies to 
employer contributions, salary sacrifice or 
personal deductible contributions)

• Non-concessional contributions cap 
increased to $180,000 (or $540,000 
under the 2-year bring forward rule) 
(applies to personal after-tax contributions 
or spouse contributions).

In addition, if you breach the non-
concessional contributions cap the 
government has proposed to allow you 
to withdraw the excess contributions, in 
which case excess contributions tax will 
not be payable and any related earnings 
will be taxed at your marginal tax rate. This 
would align with the treatment of excess 
concessional contributions.

For more information on contribution 
caps, refer to the Reference Guide: Boost 
your super available from our website 
oursuperfund.com.au (under Forms & 
publications) or by contacting us. 

Compulsory super contributions 
frozen at 9.5% from 2014
The previous government planned to 
increase employer super guarantee (SG) 
contributions to 12% by 2019-20. The 
current government has confirmed an 
increase in the SG rate to 9.5% from 1 July 
2014 and is proposing to freeze it at that rate 
for four years, before increasing it by 0.5% 
per year until it reaches 12% at 1 July 2023.

The new proposal further delays the SG 
rate reaching the proposed 12% level, which 
will have a noticeable impact on many super 
members, at a time when the proposed Age 
Pension age has increased the need to save 
more for the future.

Increased super tax rates
Some superannuation tax rates increased 
from 1 July 2014 as a result of an increase 
in the Medicare levy from 1.5% to 2% 
and/or the introduction of the 2% Temporary 
Budget Repair levy, including:
• no-TFN tax rate that applies to employer 

contributions if we do not hold your TFN
• excess concessional contributions tax 

rate for contributions above the cap
• excess non-concessional contributions 

tax rate for contributions above the cap
• tax on benefit payments if under age 60
• tax on death benefits paid to a non-

dependant
• tax on payments to temporary residents.
For more information on these tax rates, 
refer to the Reference Guide: How super 
is taxed available from our website 
oursuperfund.com.au (under Forms & 
publications) or by contacting us. 

Reminder—higher contributions tax 
rate for incomes over $300,000
Some members may have received a tax 
notification from the Australian Taxation 
Office (ATO) recently in regards to 
contributions from the 2012-13 financial year. 

As a reminder, the former government 
changed the way contributions were taxed 
for higher income earners. From 1 July 2012, 
the tax rate on concessional contributions 
for those earning over $300,000 increased 
from 15% to 30% (where contributions are 
below the cap). 

This tax is calculated based on your 
total income for a financial year based on all 
information provided to the ATO. This means 
that at the time the contribution is made, 
the fund deducts 15% tax (being the ‘usual’ 
contributions tax rate) and the additional 
15% will be levied on you, if applicable, 
directly by the ATO after the end of the 
financial year. 

Pension age to increase to 70 by 
2035
Eligibility age for the government’s Age 
Pension is set to increase to 70 for anyone 
born on or after 1 January 1966. The 
eligibility age will continue to increase by six 
months every two years, and reach age 70 
by 1 July 2035. This change does not affect 
those born before 1 July 1958 (who will have 
an Age Pension eligibility age between 65 
and 67). 

The change in pension age does 
not directly affect when you can begin 
withdrawing your super, which depends 
on what we call super preservation age. 
Depending on your date of birth, your super 
preservation age is currently between age 
55 and 60. It is, however, likely that the 
government may reconsider the current 
preservation ages in line with its overall 
retirement income policy, although there 
hasn’t been any announcements in this 
regard as yet.

Despite the pension age increase, many 
people will find it hard to continue working 
until 70, resulting in a gap between the time 
those people retire and the time they qualify 
for the Age Pension. Understanding the 
retirement outcomes that your super is likely 
to provide for you, including any potential 
reliance on the Age Pension, is a key 
consideration for any retirement plan.

What else is happening in super?
It seems like we’re never short on changes in the superannuation industry! Implementation 
dates from previous announcements, along with the recent Federal Budget, mean a few 
changes are now upon us from 1 July 2014 and some are looming on the horizon. Here’s a 
summary of some of the key changes to take note of, keeping in mind though that some are 
still only proposals and could be altered before they are passed into law.
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